Diamond Benefactor
VALUE: $15,000
TERM: 1 YEAR
AVAILABLE: 1

INCLUDES:
Logo on Gala invitation, Gala Table for 8, Featured full page ad in Gala Program, Logo on mobile & web bidding site
• Major Baseball Sign
• Sign Trifecta (Baseball outfield & gym sign will be double sized, or benefactor can have 2 regular signs in each spot)
• NTX Giving Matching Fund Advertising
• Fun Run Advertising
• Logo on scrolling school screen
• Ad (logo, phone & web) in Weekly FYI + one Benefactor of the Week Spotlight, Ad (logo, phone & web) in quarterly Alumni Newsletter
• Benefactor recognition on annual event retractable sign

Platinum Benefactor
VALUE: $10,000
TERM: 1 YEAR
AVAILABLE: 3

INCLUDES:
• Gala Table for 8, full page ad in program, logo on mobile & web bidding
• Premium corner gym sign
• Baseball outfield & Soccer field sign
• NTX Giving Matching Fund Advertising
• Fun Run Advertising
• Logo on scrolling school screen
• Ad (logo, phone & web) in Weekly FYI + one Benefactor of the Week Spotlight, Ad (logo, phone & web) in quarterly Alumni Newsletter
• Benefactor recognition on annual event retractable sign

Diamond and platinum benefactors’ logos will be used for other community events that may occur throughout the school year at no charge to the benefactor.

**Gold Benefactor**
VALUE: $7,500
TERM: 1 YEAR
AVAILABLE: 6

INCLUDES:

- Half-page ad in the Gala program, 4 complimentary tickets to the Gala, and recognition in all event marketing Sign Trifecta
- NTX Giving Matching Fund Advertising
- Fun Run Advertising
- Logo on scrolling school screen
- Ad (logo, phone & web) in Weekly FYI + one Benefactor of the Week Spotlight, Ad (logo, phone & web) in quarterly Alumni Newsletter
- Benefactor recognition on annual event retractable sign

**Silver Benefactor**
VALUE: $5,000
TERM: 1 YEAR
AVAILABLE: 6

INCLUDES:

- 2 complimentary tickets to the Gala, a ¼ page ad in the program, and all event marketing recognition.
- Baseball outfield & gym signs
- NTX Giving Matching Fund Advertising
- Fun Run Advertising
• Logo on scrolling school screen
• Ad (logo, phone & web) in Weekly FYI + one Benefactor of the Week Spotlight, Ad (logo, phone & web) in quarterly Alumni Newsletter
• Benefactor recognition on annual event retractable sign

**Bronze Benefactor**
VALUE: $3,500
TERM: 1 YEAR
AVAILABLE: 6

INCLUDES:

• 1 complimentary tickets to the Gala, a 1/8-page ad in the program, and all event marketing recognition.
• Baseball outfield & gym signs
• NTX Giving Matching Fund Advertising
• Fun Run Advertising
• Logo on scrolling school screen
• Ad (logo, phone & web) in Weekly FYI
• Benefactor recognition on annual event retractable sign

**ALA CART:**

**Baseball Field Signs**
VALUE: $750
TERM: 1 YEAR
AVAILABLE: 6

**Gym Signs**
VALUE: $750
TERM: 1 YEAR
AVAILABLE: 2